2012), the IF is a seriously flawed parameter, amongst others because a strong correlation between the size of journals and their IFs continues to persist despite the effort to eliminate this influence through a normalization procedure. The continued high correlation (R 2 >0.75) between the IF and the size of a selection of comparable journals (Flemming 2012 ) means that at least one other factor, which is also linked to the size of a journal, has a strong influence on the IF-a factor that has evidently not been eliminated. A prime candidate would be that the probability of an article to be cited increases nonlinearly with the size of a journal. Such an influence would be exceedingly difficult to eliminate. In addition, the IF hype has increasingly driven young scientists to publish in high IF journals, the claim that such journals represent higher scientific quality having remained unsubstantiated to this day.
As a consequence, small journals are grossly underrated by the current practice of determining IFs, while larger journals are overrated, the injustice leading the IF (and hence also the IF-based ratings of scientists) ad absurdum. A disturbing aspect of this is that intelligent people in national science foundations and other funding organizations, research institute administrations and governmental science ministries either lack critical minds or are simply unwilling to recognize their deeply flawed (and hence unfair) practice in rating scientists (cf. Pendlebury 2009). I am quite convinced that a truly objective IF would show Geo-Marine Letters to be on par with most other, today more highly rated journals of its category.
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